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Question of policy speech

Sometimes, it’s difficult to conduct a policy speech and we may all need a few pointers. A good clean policy speech is similar to giving a persuasive speech in the way that you have to present a particular side of an argument and use persuasive language to make your point. You should also make sure that you’ve thoroughly researched all
the arguments you’re about to propose on a topic, otherwise, your speech is unlikely to be effective. First of all, your speech should focus on describing any problems at hand whilst also persuading your listener or audience to take what you’re describing seriously. Your audience should be able to grasp why the issue you’re proposing in
policy speech topics matters to them and you should encourage the audience to think about how to solve any problems you’ve presented. In this way, you can be sure that the dialogue will flow and the topic will get people thinking – you’ll be all set for a good conversation. Once you’ve outlined and presented the topic at hand and have
encouraged your audience to think about the ideas, you can give your personal opinion on the matter. Do you think that this policy is being carried out, or what would you like to see done personally? Is this policy currently effective or harmful to society? Whatever opinions you have, make sure you have conducted ample prior research on
the topic so that you can provide an educated opinion and not just an emotional response. Public policy and the law are often controversial topics – it’s no wonder that many people say you shouldn’t talk about politics because it can lead to a lot of heated argument. However, it’s untrue that political debate needs to be silenced. If there are
salient points to discuss then why shouldn’t we give dialogue a chance? Be tactful and respectful in your approach and try not to offend any people’s deep beliefs as best you can, though the line is often fine here. Use your best judgment in all circumstances. Here we combine a list of policy speech ideas that you could use for a
compelling speech. They can be used in all sorts of conversations and for all age groups – they’re policy speech topics for college students, mature adults, and anyone else willing to have a discussion. Have a think about which ones you’d love to discuss and get passionate about, then go forth and encourage some interesting and
thought-provoking dialogue about these persuasive policy speech topics! The Right To Know Law Positive discrimination and affirmative action Common Agricultural Policy Climate Change policy Mandatory testing for drugs in the workplace Emergency procedures at work and in public places Nepotism in government Female genital
mutilation Reform on electing government representatives and MPs Defence budgets and policies Corruption in the economy Changing classroom sizes Subsidies for agriculture Transgender law reforms to allow for more rights Expansion of oil and gas drilling Economic productivity vs. individual prosperity Priorities for public security and
defense The censorship of art in museums and public places Censoring certain forms of violent music Allowing for greater amount of CCTV in public places Reforms for the victims of flood disasters Tackling gender-based discrimination in the workplace Mandatory ID cards for all citizens Attendance policy practice in school and at the
workplace Teaching pseudoscience in schools Pollution and banning car racing Public procedures for natural disasters Discrimination in the workplace based on hair colour Law reforms on acid attacks Problem policy speech topics discussion in classrooms Financial aid for underprivileged students Funding for wildlife conservation Stop
and search protocols Gun ownership rights and the sale of guns in stores Teaching feminism in high school Immigration law reforms (numbers that can come in, countries that are allowed in, visa laws, etc.) Changing kindergarten school start times Homeschooling children shouldn’t be allowed Enforcing better hygiene standards Prisoner
reforms Reforms for public pensions Policy on gambling on sporting events Euthanasia should be allowed and should be legal Allowing pornography online Reforms on justice law Bribery in government Laws on forms of physical and emotional harassment Changing the minimum age for gambling Foreign agenda priorities for the UN
Limiting of parliamentary jargon and esoteric terms Pay-for-performance salary for teachers Reform on voting practices Banning revenge pornography Equal employment Safe sale of human organs Gender-based discrimination Mandatory school uniforms Giving children longer break periods Blood transfusions for Jehovah’s Witnesses
The age that children can undergo surgery to change their gender The responsibility of children’s actions Drug policy Longer periods of public holiday Tolerance and racial slurs Illegalizing sexist images of women on the internet Foreign policy Teaching about evolution in schools Policies on cyclist mandatory helmet wearing Combining the
church and state Privacy codes The right to die laws Rules on recycling Making all schools coed Decreasing the minimum age at which you can buy cigarettes Forbidding political organizations to speak on college campuses Reforming health care policies State requirement for physical education The protection of hate speech Procedures
for client complaints Privatisation of prisons Company policies on electricity usage Putting controls in at transportation fairs Teaching sex education in schools Changing tenure for teachers Unfair police brutality Corruption in politics Reforming the patriot act Law reforms on free speech Increasing the length of lunch breaks at work
Increasing the amount of government charitable contributions Banning smoking in public places Artificial intelligence to grade school homework Banning the ten commandments in US courtrooms Policies on language Legalisation of prostitutes and brothels Reforming loopholes in tax laws The National Tobacco Settlement Decreasing the
minimum age at which you can purchase alcohol Reform of social security Laws on medical examination Changing whistleblower procedures Sexual education as a parental responsibility Censoring of the internet Taxing the super-rich Strengthening teen dating violence laws Changing the minimum age for voting in general elections
Trying children in the legal system as adults Making meals in school completely free Allowing transgender people in the military Abortion law reform Other interesting articles Why College Athletes Should Be Paid Essay SAMPLE PERSUASIVE SPEECH TOPICS Although just a rule of thumb, a persuasive speech often can be easily
identified by its focus—for example, when the speech advocates a specific action (policy) or draws a conclusion about relative importance or correctness (value) or whether a concept is true or false (fact). Confusion is more likely to arise when a persuasive speech presents both sides of an issue where facts are in dispute or evidence is
controversial. Such a speech can seem merely informative, particularly to a speaker who firmly believes that one side of the issue is obviously correct. In these cases, the speech should be classified as persuasive based on how controversial this topic is seen by the intended audience given historical and cultural contexts. What follows is
an alphabetical list of potential topic areas, including subtopics where applicable. Speeches have further been classified as propositions of value (V), policy (P), or fact (F). In some cases, the proposition shares both value and policy implications. In other cases, the proposition might be seen as a contested fact or as a value to be shared.
In these cases, the speech has listed with both (V) and (P) or both (V) and (F), indicating the potential to argue this proposition both as a proposition of value and as a proposition of policy, or as a proposition of value and a proposition of fact. Please note: This list is not meant to replace or contradict any topic guidelines given by your class
instructor. When in doubt about a topic, please speak with your instructor to gain approval. AGRICULTURE Farming operations Factory farms should be banned. (V) (P) Agricultural runoff that contains antibiotics is increasing. (F) Fertilizers are overused. (V) Overuse of pesticides is the most significant cause of bee colony collapse. (F)
Pesticides that kill bees should be banned. (P) All animals should be raised humanely and lead as normal a life as possible before slaughter. (V) (P) Congress should prohibit the inclusion of animal by-products in animal feed. (V) (P) Animal feed should not [should] include antibiotics. (P) Genetically modified crops The federal government
should ban genetically modified crops. (P) Products that contain genetically modified ingredients should be labeled. (V) (P) ANIMALS Animal testing Animal testing is unnecessary to prove a product is safe for humans. (V) Companies should [should not] use animals for testing to prove a product is safe for humans (P) Pets Pit bulls are
[are not] dangerous animals. (F) There should be a mandatory 6-month waiting period before euthanizing dogs or cats in shelters. (P) Legislation against specific dog breeds should [should not] be passed. (P) It is wrong not to spay or neuter your pet. (V) Wild animals The protection of wild horses should be the responsibility of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, not the Bureau of Land Management. (V) (P) Saltwater fishing licenses should be required. (P) Long-line fishing has a detrimental effect on many species of wildlife. (F) Zoos should [should not] be banned. (V) (P) Congress should pass legislation banning the importation of exotic animals to be sold as pets. (P)
Mass extinctions are [are not] the norm in the animal kingdom. (F) The number of endangered species has accelerated over the last two centuries. (F) Wolves should [should not] be reintroduced to traditional ranges in the Western United States. (V) (P) You should not kill common household spiders. (V) (P) It is important to act to save
the next extinct species (e.g., elephants, big cats, gorillas) (V) (P) ART The federal government should support the arts in elementary and secondary schools. (P) Video games are an art form. (V) CLOTHING Fur coats should be illegal. (V) (P) Men should wear boxers, not briefs. (F) International clothing manufacturers should be held
accountable for tragedies in textile factories. (V) (P) COMMUNICATIONS Telephones and cell phones People with smart phones are the equivalent of pets with microchips. (V) Landlines are obsolete. (F) Smartphones should be banned in classrooms. (P) Mass media TV violence is bad for kids. (F) (V) The government should [should not]
lift the ban on offensive words on television and radio. (P) We should [should not] have state-controlled media. (V) (P) Reality television is largely a waste of the public airwaves. (V) Popular mass media programming is detrimental to moral values. (V) DISASTERS Earthquakes and tsunamis The New Madrid fault will shake the Midwest
again. (F) The United States should fund research on how to make coastal cities more tsunami resistant. (P) Hurricanes The levies protecting New Orleans cannot be sufficiently strengthened to protect the city. (F) The United States should use drones to provide disaster relief. (P) Technological disasters The effects of Chernobyl are still
significant. (F) The United States should maintain biological archives of plant seeds and animal genomes. (P) Volcanoes The Yellowstone volcano still poses a significant danger to the world. (F) ECONOMICS Consumer products Companies that knowingly market unsafe products should be subject to severe fines. (V) (P) Corporations
Corporations are [are not] people. (F) The federal government should enact an updated form of the Glass-Steagall Act. (P) The free market solution is [is not] superior to government intervention on economic issues. (V) Consumers should boycott U.S. corporations that create foreign “headquarters” to avoid taxes. (P) The executive
director or CEOs of a corporation should be held personally liable for any corporate negligence or criminal acts. (V) (P) Minimum wage Raising the minimum wage does [does not] fight employment and poverty Stock market Investors should exercise their power to rein in corporate misconduct. (P) Congress should ban the use of “fast-
trading” technologies and techniques. (P) EDUCATION Bullying Schools should actively prosecute cyberbullying. (P) Bullying should [should not] be legislated. (P) Colleges and universities Community college students should be required to complete their degrees before transferring. (V) (P) Each university and college should offer at least
one mass open online course (MOOC) per semester. (V) (P) The NCAA should pay a reasonable stipend to college athletes playing money-making sports. (P) Discipline Students should [should not] wear uniforms in schools. (P) A swat on the behind is sometimes necessary to interrupt tantrums in school. (V) (P) States should [should
not] ban corporal punishment. (P) Homeschooling and self-learning Homeschooling is superior [or worse] than traditional schooling. (V) (P) The Hole-in-the-Wall model should be applied worldwide. (V) (P) Providing laptops to children can [cannot] eliminate the need for teachers and schools in remote areas. (F) K-12 education Scientific
evidence supports starting high school classes later in the morning. (F) The sale of carbonated sugary soft drinks should be banned from all public K -12 schools. (P) K-12 education should include instruction in relationships. (V) (P) States should require schools to teach personal finance. (P) Every student should have a laptop for
schoolwork. (V) (P) It is just as important to fund the arts as it is to fund reading, math, and science. (V) Congress should fund research on curricula that integrate online capabilities (e.g., libraries, science labs, interactive learning tools, personal tutoring) to reach students who are failing. (P) Social media are hurting students’ already
limited skills in interpersonal communications. (F) Medicating children Rambunctious U.S. children would benefit more from exercise than prescription medications. (F) (V) The pharmaceutical industry plays too big a role in the medication of children. (V) Overmedication of underperforming or poorly behaving children is related to
subsequent violence. (F) Congress should regulate overmedication of underperforming or poorly behaving children to prevent subsequent drug abuse. (P) Sports in E&S schools Field hockey should be a co-ed sport. (V) (P) Cheerleading is a sport. (F) Drum corps is a sport. (F) Girl lacrosse players should be required to wear helmets like
boys. (P) Safety restrictions to prevent concussions should be placed on boys under 13 who play football. (P) ELECTIONS Public financing Congress should pass legislation to overturn the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision. (P) All federal elections should [should not] be publicly financed. (V) (P) Right to vote Voting should [should
not] be compulsory starting at age 18 for federal and/or state elections. (V) (P) Congress should [should not] enact a national voting holiday. (P) When elections are decided by just a few votes it should be mandatory that another election be held. (P) Voting should be granted starting at age 16 to all citizens for federal and/or state
elections. (V) (P) Election ID laws should [should not] be implemented to stop alleged voter fraud. (V) (P) ENERGY Nuclear power The United Nations should [should not] vote to ban nuclear power worldwide. (V) (P) Oil and gas Congress should require fracking companies to disclose the ingredients of the liquids they inject deep
underground. (P) Solar power Congress should instruct federal agencies to use solar power wherever feasible. (P) Wind power Windmills have serious negative impacts. (F) ENVIRONMENT Climate change Acting on climate change is [is not] more important than personal freedom. (V) Environmental risks The United State should [should
not] place severe restrictions on Arctic drilling. (P) The redwoods are at risk. (F) The nations of the world should agree to preserve plant and animal diversity. (V) (P) Western wildfires are getting worse. (F) Trash management Plastic water bottles should be banned. (P) Residential recycling should [should not] be mandatory. (P) Recycling
does not have a significant effect on trash volumes. (F) Recycling is not as important as reducing consumption. (V) FOOD AND NUTRITION Cooking and meals Cooks should use fewer recipes that call for red meat. (V) (P) Everyone should [should not] be a vegetarian. (V) (P) Processed food is bad for you. (F) Fast food should be eaten
only in moderation. (F) Food safety The FDA should ban pink slime. (P) Congress should enact stronger food inspection legislation for food produced domestically. (P) Congress should enact stronger food inspection legislation for imported food. (P) Malnutrition Congress should ensure that children in the United States do not go hungry.
(V) (P) Urban gardens Cities should set aside spaces for urban gardens. (P) GAMES Congress should legalize [or ban] casinos across the nation. (V) (P) Video games should have a provision that enables parents to specify lockout periods (times of day or after a designated period of time). (V) (P) GOVERNMENT Budget When do deficits
really matter? (F) Congress Congressional term limits should [should not] be enacted. (P) Congress should work at least 9 months a year. (V) (P) Previous reforms of congressional operations have contributed to current congressional gridlock. (F) House congressional districts should be redistricted by independent nonpartisan
commissions. (P) Congress should vote on each executive branch nominee within 3 months of the nomination. (P) Congress should require that all presidential and congressional ballots are the same in all states. (P) Executive Branch No important country should be without a U.S. ambassador for too long. (V) (P) The Electoral College
should [should not] be abolished. (P) The Department of Homeland Security is too large to function effectively. (V) The FDA should cut ties with Monsanto. (P) The FDA is captured by the drug industry. (V) (F) It is more important to accept the results of presidential elections than to fight over their accuracy. (V) Judiciary The Supreme
Court should be subject to the same judicial ethics provisions that apply to all other federal judges. (V) (P) Judges at all levels should not be elected. (V) (P) The Supreme Court decision on Bush v. Gore upset the balance of separation of powers. (V) An activist judiciary is detrimental [beneficial] to the democratic process. (V) Military The
Navy should stop all sonar testing in the ocean. (V) (P) The military should replace chain-of-command reporting of sexual misconduct and rape. (P) Congress should revise the standards for use of targeted drone strikes. (P) GUNS AND ARMAMENTS Contractors in war zones Congress should train private contractors who will work in war
zones and should hold them to the same standards of conduct expected of members of the U.S. military. (P) Military-industrial complex The influence of the military-industrial complex has significantly affected U.S. foreign policy since World War II. (V) (F) Second Amendment Congress should vote to repeal the Second Amendment. (V)
(P) Congress should [should not] enact a national gun registry and close the gun show sales loophole. (P) Congress should [should not] reenact a ban on military assault weapons. (P) The second amendment is the most important [least understood] amendment in the constitution (V) HEALTH CARE Access to health care Medical
marijuana should [should not] be accessible to patients who need it (e.g., to control pain, seizures). (P) Health care is [is not] a human right. (V) The Hippocratic Oath is dead in modern medicine. (F) Drug addiction Treatment for opiate addiction [drug addiction] should [should not] be free. (P) Cigarettes are more addictive and damaging to
users than ganja. (F) Congress should [should not] regulate marijuana like it does alcohol or cigarettes. (P) Elder care Nursing home care should be covered by Medicare. (P) (V) The United States should implement policies to encourage home care for older Americans whenever possible. (P) Older Americans benefit from integrated
health care delivered by a team of experts. (F) Poverty for older citizens has serious implications for life expectancy rates (F) End-of-life considerations Patients at the end stages of terminal illness should [should not] have the choice to end their lives. (V) (P) Everyone should create documents assigning power of attorney and power of
health care. (V) (P) We should all be organ donors. (V) (P) Mental health We should have parity between mental health and health insurance. (V) (P) Congress should prohibit mental health institutions from using electroshock therapy on minors. (P) Smoking Health risks from second-hand smoke do [do not] justify smoking bans in public
places. (V) E-cigarettes (particularly flavored ones) pose a significant risk to children. (F) Stress Stress is good for you. (F) We should all walk barefoot to reduce stress. (P) Treatments Biofeedback is a useful tool in pain management. (F) You can make yourself happier just by smiling. (F) Restrictions on homosexuals donating blood
should be lifted. (V) (P) Vaccines Requiring vaccinations against common childhood diseases as a condition of school attendance is [is not] a reasonable public health measure. (F) It is the parent, not the government, who should determine whether or not to vaccinate their child. (V) Women’s health care Drinking during the third trimester
of pregnancy is [is not] harmful. (F) We do not know enough about what makes women healthier. (F) HOUSING Cities should require the use of rooftop heat-reducing technologies. (P) All homebuyers should be informed if a home lies in a designated flood plain. (P) HUMAN RIGHTS The international community should advocate equal
rights for women. (V) (P) The United States should offer asylum to victims of human rights violations. (P) Society discriminates against short people. (F) Society discriminates against left handed people. (F) IMMIGRATION Children of illegal immigrants Underage children of illegal immigrants should [should not] be granted amnesty and/or
US citizenship. (V) (P) Immigration reforms Congress should grant amnesty to any undocumented immigrant who agrees to serve in the military for 2 years. (P) INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS The world should [should not] enact population control. (V) (P) The one-child policy implemented by China was the wrong [right] approach. (V) The
world should impose significant sanctions on Putin and Russia for violation of Ukrainian sovereignty. (P) Middle Eastern countries should band together to eradicate ISIL (ISIS). (P) JOURNALISM It should be a crime for the government to pay professional journalists to write positive articles. (V) (P) The First Amendment and congressional
legislation should protect journalists who refuse to reveal their sources. (P) All world governments should pay [refuse to pay] ransom for the release of kidnapped journalists. (V) (P) LAW AND JUSTICE Drug war The federal government should [should not] legalize, tax, and if needed offer treatment for the use of marijuana. (P) Intellectual
property Corporations should not be able to patent human genes. (V) Music sampling should [should not] be subject to copyright law (V) (P) All material older than 50 years should automatically be entered into the public domain (V) (P) Law enforcement The United States should [should not] expand mandatory reporting of sexual
offenders. (P) Drunk driving should have mandatory jail time. (P) Prostitution should [should not] be legalized. (P) All 50 states should require helmet use for motorcycle riders. (P) Eyewitness identifications are unreliable. (F) Police brutality Police brutality is still prevalent. (F) Congress should severely limit the allocation of excess military
equipment to local police forces. (P) All police officers should be required to wear video cameras. (P) Prison management Prisons should not be a for-profit business. (V) (P) MAPS Schools and institutions should use world maps that use the Peter projection, not the Mercator projection. (P) MEDICINE Brain The brain is a biological
computer. (F) Brain imaging information should not be used by health insurance companies to calculate future health insurance premiums. (V) (P) Information gained thorough brain imaging an individual [should] should not be used by the authorities to predict the likelihood of future behavior. (V) (P) Brain research should not be used to
modify individual behavior without their consent. (V) (P) Gene Sequencing The United States should closely regulate cloning research. (P) Research on Cures Stem-cell research should be funded [banned] by the federal government. (P) The medical community should focus on developing individually tailored screening programs. (V)
MUSIC Hip hop is [is not] sexist and does [does not] cause violence. (V) and (F) Nature can be interpreted as music. (F) The government should [should not] censor music lyrics. (P) Music is critical to a complete education. (V) NATIVE AMERICANS Federal policy The Bureau of Indian Affairs cannot account for funds appropriated for
Native American tribes. (F) Congress should upgrade funding for education and health care on reservations. (P) The U.S. government should compensate Native American tribes for breaches of treaties and laws. (P) Native American tribes Native American tribes show more respect for the environment than Western cultures. (V) Leonard
Peltier should be granted parole from prison. (P) PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS Families Preference should be given to deaf and blind prospective adoptive parents when deaf and blind children are up for adoption. (V) (P) Friends Online friendships are just as important as face-to-face friendships (V) Marriage Gay marriage should
[should not] be made legal in all 50 states. (V) (P) RELIGION There should [should not] be a strict separation of church and state. (V) The government should [should not] strictly enforce the prohibition against tax-exempt religions actively participating in partisan political activities. (V) (P) SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY Basic research The
United States should increase funding for telerobotics research (e.g., surgery, underwater spills). (P) Research on geoengineering volcanoes: What could go wrong? (V) Computers and robotics The United States should limit the development of advanced artificial intelligence (AI) and associated AI technologies. (P) Hackers pose an
increasing risk to individual citizens. (F) Computers cannot continue to decrease in size. (F) SPACE EXPLORATION The United States should form an international coalition to research techniques for diverting incoming asteroids, comets, and other threatening projectiles. (P) NASA should never again rely on a foreign country to launch
U.S. astronauts into space. (V) (P) NASA should use small dedicated robotic explorers, not astronauts, to explore space. (V) (P) There is a strong likelihood of extraterrestrial life. (F) SPORTS AND ATHLETICS There is no such thing as a hot streak (“being in the groove”). (F) Water is a better choice than sports drinks. (F) Ballet is a
serious masculine sport. (F) Professional athletes should not be tested for steroids. (V) (P) The NFL should require the Washington Redskins franchise to change its name. (V) (P) STRANGE AND SUPERNATURAL THINGS Conspiracy theories 9/11 was a hoax. (F) Lee Harvey Oswald did not act alone when he shot President JFK. (F)
The moon landing was a hoax (F) Supernatural beings Bigfoot exists. (F) Most Bigfoot tapes can be debunked. (F) Ghosts exist. (F) A zombie apocalypse could happen. (F) TERRORISM The lessons of the 9/11 Commission have not been learned. (F) The Patriot Act should be amended to better comport with the U.S. Constitution. (P)
Nations should not pay ransom for citizens kidnapped by terrorist groups. (V) Waterboarding is torture. (F) TRANSPORTATION We should give driving tests to citizens over age 70 as a requirement to keep a license. (P) You should not text and drive. (V) The U.S. government should fund research on alternative cars. (P) U.S. HISTORY
Museums are obsolete. (V) The United States would be better served by more than two political parties. (V) The United States should have entered World War II earlier. (V) WATER RESOURCES Japan should be sanctioned by the United Nations for continuing to hunt whales. (P) The level of mercury in the oceans is dangerous. (F)
Drinking water in the United States is [is not] safe. (F) Water in the Western United States should be rationed. (P) The United States should not join the “resource rush” in the artic. (V) (P) WORLD HISTORY Archaeology Primitive people were more sophisticated than modern historians realize. (F) Specific historical events The United
States made the right [wrong] choice in dropping the atomic bomb on Japan to end WWII. (V) Captain Frank Worsley is the unsung hero of the Shackleton expedition. (F) question of policy speech topics. question of policy speech topics for college students. question of policy speech outline. roberto's persuasive speech on a question of
policy. alex's persuasive speech on a question of policy. what is the goal of this persuasive speech on a question of policy. when you give a persuasive speech on a question of policy. persuasive speech question of fact value and policy
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